
Sylvia is sorting her laundry. She puts 49 pieces of clothing into 7 piles.
Each pile has the same amount of clothing. Sylvia has already washed 4
piles. How many pieces of clothing has she washed? A.
49
B.
28
C.
21
D.
4
Answer:

B: 28

Step-by-step explanation:

^.^

- Amanda

Answer:



b

Step-by-step explanation:

49/7 = 7

7x4=28

sorry i read a bit fast

Which of the following is presented to IB students following the successful completion of their studies?. . A Both high school and college credit . B An IB
diploma . C College credit . D An IB scholarship
Suppose planet A's diameter is approximately 8 times planet B's and both bodies are spheres. What is the ratio of their volumes? The ratio of planet B's volume
to planet A's volume is____
(Type the ratio as a simplified fraction.)
Can someone give me a sentence for the word "clause"
Plant cells make their own food by taking in
How to write a measurement division problem for 6÷3/4
A boy jumps from rest, straight down from the top of a cliff. He falls halfway down to the water below in 0.883 s. How much time passes during his entire trip
from the top down to the water
Alchohol reduces the amount of oxygen that enters your bloodstream by A. Decreasing brain function
B. Slowing down your respiration
C. Increasing your heart rate
D. All of the above
There are three basic kinds of speech occasions that evoke rhetorical responses. Which type of speech occasion focuses on the future and try to determine a plan
or course of action (ex. A politician speaking about his plan for the city if re-elected)?
What were the provisions of the Missouri Compromise of 1820? States south of 36°30' would be slave states.
States north of 36°30' in the Louisiana Territory would be free.
Maine was admitted as a free state.
The Fugitive Slave Law was repealed.
Missouri was admitted as a slave state.

You can choose more than one.
You have to write 0.63 as a fraction. How do you choose the denominator?



PLZ NEED HLP! How many milliliters of alcohol are in 167 mL of an 85.0% (v/v) alcohol solution?
Give another symbol for m(d(x))
Why did the 'votes for women' movement make limited progress in the later nineteenth century?
A cooler contains 11 cans of soda; 5 colas, 5 orange, and 1 cherry. Two cans are selected at random without replacement. Find the probability that at least one
can is cola.
In what ways did the political culture of the 1820s and 1830s differ from that of the 1780s and 1790s
What alternatives did European nations face when their allies entered the war?
What is the chemical formula of a compound that is composed of the ions Camc007-1.jpg and Brmc007-2.jpg?
You estimate that a baby pig weighs 20 pounds. The actual weight of the baby pig is 16 pounds. Find the percent error.

1. Home
2. More Solution

http://www.ceskaprace.com
http://www.ceskaprace.com/newest/page/322

